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Voter Suppression 
 
Vote suppression has a long and ugly history in the U.S. (intimidation, poll taxes, literacy tests) and it has resurfaced with a 
vengeance since the 2020 election. Based on the myth of voter fraud, which is extraordinarily rare in the US, the legislatures 
in Republican controlled states have introduced bills to restrict access to voting.   
 
Before and immediately after the 2020 election, President Trump and his supporters filed unsuccessful lawsuits 
pushing false claims about voter fraud and attempting to undermine or invalidate the election in at least 17 states. 
The 2020 election has been recognized as one of the most secure elections in our history, as evidenced by the 
numerous audits conducted after the election and confirmed in statements by the FBI, Department of Homeland 
Security and the Department of Justice.  
 
In 2021, legislators in 16 of these 17 states introduced bills to restrict access to voting. In 15 of those 16 states, at 
least one provision in a new restrictive voting bill seems designed to address a false concern about voter fraud 
raised in a lawsuit by the Trump campaign or its allies that sought to disrupt or over-turn the 2020 election in that 
state. Each of those lawsuits was ultimately dismissed due to a complete lack of evidence.  
 
The modern approach to voter suppression can often be characterized as death by a thousand cuts — seemingly 
minor rules about issues like voter ID, mail voting, resource allocation at polling places, and voter roll 
maintenance can add up to create significant burdens, particularly on communities of color and students.  
 
2021 was, unfortunately, a banner year for new barriers to the right to vote. Nineteen states enacted thirty-four 
laws restricting access to voting, far and away the most in any year in at least the past decade. 2022 has seen more 
of the same efforts to make voting more difficult.  
 
These laws impose a wide range of voter suppression measures, such as obstacles to voting by mail, new voter 
ID requirements and limitations on what election officials can do to help promote voter access. They vary greatly 
in scope, from omnibus laws with multiple restrictive provisions to single-subject laws that create less obvious 
burdens.  
 
Some voting laws passed in 2021 stand out as particularly concerning on their face. The substance of these laws 
and the processes used to enact them should raise a red flag for anyone concerned about the health of our 
democracy. Here are five of the most concerning examples: 
 

• Florida Senate Bill 90: Broad restrictions on mail-in voting – After Blacks cast more mail-in votes than 
usual during the 2020 pandemic, the Florida Senate added broad restrictions on mail-in voting which were 
designed to inhibit this option.  

• Georgia S.B. 202: A ban on food and water in voting lines in districts with notoriously long lines, (again 
targeted at Blacks); plus, subtle attacks on mail voting and local election officials 

• Iowa Senate File 413: Criminalizing election officials for protecting voters – criminal penalties for not 
performing required voter purges 

• Montana House Bill 176: Ending Election Day registration because, in the words of a Republican state 
legislator, it was used by young voters who were “not on our side of the aisle” [Ref1]. 

• Texas S.B. 1: Targeting Election Workers and Restricting Mail Voting - The law threatens election 
officials and workers with new criminal penalties for expanding voter access or even simply encouraging 
eligible voters to request mail ballots. It also empowers partisan poll watchers to harass voters and election 
workers.  For mail voting, it imposes new identification number requirements and new obstacles for voter 
assistance. These changes have already reportedly led to astounding mail ballot rejection rates in some 
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counties.  In Harris County, which is the state’s most populous county and home to Houston, a total of 
6,888 ballots were rejected in the March 1 primary, amounting to 19% of those received [Ref1].  In the 
2018 primary, the fraction rejected was less than 0.3%. [Ref2] 

 
Why It Matters 
 
The idea that every eligible voter should have an equal opportunity to vote is a cornerstone of our democracy.  
The voting process should be simple, convenient, and fair for everyone. But millions of Americans never make it 
on the rolls or to the polls, while hurdles like long lines, limited voting times, or malfunctioning voting equipment 
block many more. Communities of color, low-income communities, students, and seniors are especially 
vulnerable. 
 
That’s why the Democratic Party supports a range of proposals to expand access to registration and voting. 
 
All states should have automatic voter registration (AVR), in which eligible voters are automatically registered 
when they have contact with government agen-cies, unless they opt out. It’s a reform that is already dramatically 
reshaping registration by making it much easier to get on the rolls. 
 
Democrats support other reforms:  
 

• Early voting, including on the weekend and evenings, so that those who can’t make it to the polls on 
election day aren’t shut out;  

• Same day registration, which lets people register and vote in one trip, so arbitrary registration deadlines 
don’t trip people up;  

• Online registration, so that getting on the rolls and updating registration information is as convenient as 
possible;  

• Protections to ensure that eligible voters are not purged from the rolls.  
• All states must ensure that all polling places have sufficient voting machines and poll workers to reduce 

wait times. This means allocating appropriate funding for all communities. 
 
Most of all, we object to obstacles that are targeted at a particular race, religion, or economic class.  Democrats 
back all efforts to restore the Voting Rights Act to full strength, after it was badly weakened by the Supreme 
Court decision in Shelby County vs. Holder, so that communities of color can be protected from the ongoing 
scourge of racial discrimination in voting. 
 
Sources: 
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/finding-same-misinformation-anti-voter-lawsuits-
and-anti-voter Brennan Center for Justice 
 
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/5-egregious-voter-suppression-laws-2021 Brennan 
Center for Justice 
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